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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Funk Jazz Fusion Band LETTUCE to Play Harrisburg this January
Stellar group of musicians bring their sonic hijinks and soulful vibrations to Whitaker Center
Harrisburg, PA- Whitaker Center presents LETTUCE in Sunoco Performance Theater on Tuesday,
January 22, 2019 @ 7:30pm. This show is presented by Capital BlueCross.
Known for their incendiary live shows, extensive touring, die-hard fans, and massive two-decade
career, Lettuce have brought a new vitality to classic funk, matching their smooth and soulful grooves
with a hip-hop-inspired urgency. Their latest offering, Witches Stew [Lettuce Records] is a
contemporary jazz fusion album that pays tribute to the late Miles Davis, one of Lettuce's biggest and
most beloved influences. An interpretive take on the historically experimental and lauded Bitches Brew
era, Witches Stew is a collection of seven songs, handpicked by the band and was recorded at the
2016 Catskill Chill in Lakewood, PA. Released on Halloween Day 2017, the EP brings forth an eerie,
ethereal, and psychedelic reimagining to what was one of the most impactful periods in Miles’ legacy,
further distinguishing the band for their technical mastery and improvisational, rhythmic genius.
Comprised of a stellar group musicians - Drummer Adam Deitch, guitarist Adam Smirnoff, bassist Erick
"Jesus" Coomes, keyboardist and vocalist Nigel Hall, saxophonist Ryan Zoidis, and trumpet player Eric
“Benny” Bloom - the members of Lettuce are highly sought after musicians who, together, continue to
earn their name as masters of their craft. Blending together these talents in a sound distinctly their own,
they have garnered praised by the likes of New York Times, NPR, Billboard, Consequence of Sound,
Relix, Red Bull Music and more.
Tickets go on sale to the public on Friday, October 26 at 10:00am at whitakercenter.org and Whitaker
Center Box Office. Tickets range from $38.50 - $43.50. For tickets and more information, please visit
whitakercenter.org or call the Whitaker Center Box Office at 717-214-ARTS.
Whitaker Center for Science and the Arts is a non-profit center for the arts, education, entertainment and
cultural enrichment located in the heart of Harrisburg’s vibrant downtown. Whitaker Center is home to
Sunoco Performance Theater, Harsco Science Center and Select Medical Digital Cinema featuring a
four story premium large format theater with a recently upgraded 4K digital projection system. Visit
whitakercenter.org for a full list of events, shows, hours of operation, and ticket rates.
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